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We are grateful to the referee for the encouraging comments and careful revisions which helped to improve the quality of our paper. In the following we quoted each review question in the square brackets and added our response after each paragraph.

[The manuscript is thorough, clear, compelling, very well written, and presents the results with good figures and tables. I recommend publication after attending to the following detailed comments.]

Reply 1: the referee’s encouraging comments are greatly appreciated. We have revised our manuscript following the detailed comments of referee.

[Line 71: Please give references for the previous investigations of this issue primarily focused on limited cases (references).]

Reply 2: Thanks for the suggestion. Accordingly, we have given the following references in the revised manuscript:


[Please give a website or reference for MODIS data.]

Reply 3: because the MODIS aerosol products are not used in the result analysis of revised manuscript, we have deleted the sentence "annual average AOD data in 2001-2010 from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)" at the beginning of Section 2. Data. Therefore, we have not given any information on MODIS data in the revised manuscript.

[For all of Chinese map, if the author can use LambertEqualArea projection (http://ncl.ucar.edu/Applications/maponly.shtml), that would be nice.]

Reply 4: Thanks for the suggestion. In order to more clearly present the regional distributions of our results over mainland of China, we have used cylindrical map projection for all of Chinese map.

[Fig. 10: Please restrict the four panels in the same size.]
Reply 5: Following the referee's suggestion, we have restricted the four panels of Fig. 10 in the same size. Please see the modified Fig. 10 in the revised manuscript.
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